
Natara� Suginamik� Men�
B1F Hukumura Sangyou Bldg 5-30-6 Ogikubo Suginami-ku, Tokyo, Japan

+81333985108 - https://www.nataraj.co.jp/

A complete menu of Nataraj Suginamiku from Tokyo covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found here on
the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Nataraj Suginamiku:
a local favorite of us with many delicious vegan options, including the nan! the nataraj special, baigan bhurta and
saag palak belong to our favorites. Other Tokya locations: shibuya, ginza and minami aoyama. read more. What

Rohan M doesn't like about Nataraj Suginamiku:
Really not as good as the other branches. I went for the buffet, and I know a buffet anywhere won't be as good

as ordering from the menu, but it was just not up to the quality of the other branches. There were four curries, all
were watery, three were flavourless and the other was basically sugary tomato ketchup. None of them had any

substantial main ingredients other than cabbage. read more. The extensive selection of coffee and tea
specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Nataraj Suginamiku, Meals are also prepared here, tastily and

freshly with typical Indian spices. You can also look forward to delicious vegetarian cuisine.
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